Mustang Project
Parts & Accessories Dealer Catalog

Inventors of the Original LED Sequential Tail Light System, and the revolutionary Surface-Mount Shelby Tail Light Conversion Kit [as seen in Mustang Monthly and Mustang & Fords magazines]

LED Conversions for virtually every vintage automotive application Inside & Out!

800.631.0507
512.828.6417
www.mustangproject.com

Classic Mustang Parts You Won’t Find Anywhere Else!
Just what *is* an LED, anyhow?

“LED” is derived from the term “Light Emitting Diode.” It refers to the ultra-compact, high-intensity light bulb that is rapidly replacing incandescent lighting in many applications. Mustang Project is leading the charge in the automotive restoration industry. LEDs run cooler, glow brighter, and last virtually forever. They’re the clear choice for automotive restorers wanting the highest lighting quality. Mustang Project not only offers more LED applications than anyone else - we were the first to apply this cutting edge technology to the vintage car industry. If it says “Mustang Project” on it, you can be assured it’s of the highest possible quality.

What sets Mustang Project LED systems apart for all the others is our exclusive “SmartSignal™ Technology.” That means that sequencing happens ONLY when using the turn indicators – NOT when braking. Applying the brake results in immediate lighting of all LEDs in the tail light units. Look for the SmartSignal™ label:

**Deluxe UB**

**Mustang LED Sequential Taillights Kits**

The new Mustang Project Deluxe UB kits surpass anything now on the market by providing better brightness, reliability, and evenness of lighting. It’s the highest quality LED kit available today!

Here’s why:

- **More LEDs than ANY other kit on the market.** 230 ultra bright commercial grade LEDs are utilized in a 67-68 kit for example. No other kit on the market even comes close. Plus other kits use consumer LEDs that are 2 to 3 times dimmer than the commercial grade LEDs Mustang Project uses.

- **Exclusive patented “Smart-Signal™” technology provides proper operation during braking.** Making the Mustang Project kits the only kits that are designed to be DOT compliant.

- **Novel “Batwing” design only from Mustang Project allows more light to project from the lens.**

- **Easiest installation on the market.** No glues, Velcro®, or disturbances of the original Mustang tail light bucket sealing system.

- **No rewiring or other car modifications needed at all!**

- **A limited LIFETIME warranty.** Our proven technology has ridden on more cars than any other because we invented LED sequential taillight kits!

Look for kits with the “ub” suffix in the model number.
**Deluxe LED Sequential Tail Light Conversion Kit for 1964.5 - 1966 Mustangs**

Only from Mustang Project: **180 LEDs per kit**! More than any kit on the market! LED sequential operation! Up to 5X brighter than stock lamps! Exclusive “Smart Signal” technology prevents unwanted sequencing during braking. “Batwing” design for optimum light output. Included in your kit are 2 (two) Taillight Modules (right & left 90 LEDs each), 1 (one) Flasher Module and complete illustrated instructions. There is nothing else to buy. Nothing extra to install. Reuse your old lenses no rewiring or car modifications required. Just plug in and go! Lifetime limited warranty.

Order P/N: **MP-0005-UB**

---

**LED Sequential Tail Light Conversion Kit for 1967 - 1968 Mustangs**

Only from Mustang Project: **230 LEDs per kit**! More than any kit on the market! LED sequential operation! Up to 5X brighter than stock lamps! Exclusive “Smart Signal” technology prevents unwanted sequencing during braking. “Batwing” design for optimum light output. Included in your kit are 2 (two) Taillight Modules (right & left 115 LEDs each), 1 (one) Flasher Module and complete illustrated instructions. There is nothing else to buy. Nothing extra to install. Reuse your old lenses no rewiring or car modifications required. Just plug in & go! Lifetime limited warranty.

Order P/N: **MP-6004-UB**

---

** SEQExtra Sequential Tail Light Flasher Module**

Get an extra flasher module to flash 4-way flashers sequentially! If you convert both front and rear signals to LED you will need an electronic flasher for proper operation of 4-way (emergency) flashers.

Order P/N: **MP-SEQ-FLA**

---

**Deluxe LED Sequential Tail Light Conversion Kit for 1969 Mustangs**

Only from Mustang Project: **230 LEDs per kit**! More than any kit on the market! LED sequential operation! Up to 5X brighter than stock lamps! Exclusive “Smart Signal” technology prevents unwanted sequencing during braking. “Batwing” design for optimum light output. Included in your kit are 2 (two) Taillight Modules (right & left 115 LEDs each), 1 (one) Flasher Module and complete illustrated instructions. There is nothing else to buy. Nothing extra to install. Reuse your old lenses no rewiring or car modifications required. Just plug in & go! Lifetime limited warranty.

Order P/N: **MP-6003-UB**

---

**Combo Tail Light & Front LED Turn Lamp Kit for 1964.5 - 1966 Mustangs**

Our Deluxe LED kit combined with our LED front turn signal lamps and clear front turn lenses. Front turn LED lamps glow amber when on. EASY install. Return to stock in minutes. Includes circuit board & LED bulbs for both sides, front LED lamps and clear front lenses. Looks stock until activated. For coupe, fastback or convertible. When installing for Falcon type gauge cluster, purchase special turn signal indicator MPIND-FL. If you have 4 way flashers you will also need MP-SEQExtra

Order P/N: **MP-COMBO-65-UB**

---

**LED Sequential Tail Light Conversion Kit for 1970 Mustangs**

Only from Mustang Project. **230 LEDs per kit**! More than any kit on the market! LED sequential operation! Up to 5X brighter than stock lamps! Exclusive “Smart Signal” technology prevents unwanted sequencing during braking. “Batwing” design for optimum light output. Included in your kit are 2 (two) Taillight Modules (right & left 115 LEDs each), 1 (one) Flasher Module and complete illustrated instructions. There is nothing else to buy. Nothing extra to install. Reuse your old lenses. No rewiring or car modifications required. Just plug in & go! Lifetime limited warranty.

Order P/N: **MP-6010-UB**

---

Exclusive bat-wing design and reflective board produce more light!
Our Unique “No Modification” Shelby Kit for 1964.5 - 66 Mustangs: 1968 Shelby Style!

Get that Shelby look with Mustang Project’s exclusive Shelby Tail Light Conversion Kit. Convert your 1964.5-1966 Mustang’s standard tail lights to the 1965 Thunderbird assemblies that Shelby himself chose for his 1968-70 Mustangs.

Installation takes less than an hour. No body work, painting or modifications needed at all! A true “bolt on” replacement that looks factory correct! Get super-reliable, super-bright LED operation to boot. Kit comes complete with everything you need. Chrome and stainless steel constructions using actual Ford tooling for the lens and bezel. Four year Mustang Project warranty.

Base Model: **MP-6007**
2 LED modules including lens and bezels, with silver edge tape, lifetime warrant and included flasher module and electrical/mounting hardware). Ideal for the lowest cost conversion. Also ideal when a custom fiberglass panel or our own FIB-0004 fiberglass panel is used.

Deluxe Version: **MP-6007-DLX**
As above with deluxe chrome molding along the edges for a more finished look

Base Model with Fiberglass Panel: **MP-6007-DLX**
The base model kit with included FIB-0004 fiberglass panel. For the ultimate in custom integrated installtions with no body work.

---

**Mustang Project LEDs** are 5 times brighter than standard bulbs. And they don’t just look better, they are SAFER!

Easy installation

No modifications required

Return to stock in minutes

Kit includes everything for both sides and the electronic sequential flasher module.

Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard edge out.

**Order Part Number:** MP-FLA-RFB

---

Extra Sequential Tail Light Flasher Module

Get an extra flasher module to flash 4-way flashers sequentially!

*Note: If you convert both front and rear signals to LED you will need an electronic flasher for proper operation of 4 way (emergency) flashers.

---

WWW.MUSTANGPROJECT.COM
Our Unique “No Modification” Shelby Kit for ’67 & ’68 Mustang’s - 1968 Shelby Style!

Kit Includes
- Fiberglass Tail Light Panel
- Tail Light Bezels
- Tail Light Lenses
- Tail Light Buckets
- LED Bulbs
- All Necessary Wiring
- Complete Instructions

Mustang Project’s own patent pending exclusive 1968 Style Shelby Conversion Kit

Convert from original to 1968 Shelby Style with NO body work or car modifications!

Finally get that ‘68 Shelby look with Mustang Project’s exclusive Shelby Conversion Kit. Convert your car’s tail lights in less than 1 hour. No body work or car modifications needed! A literal bolt-on panel that looks factory original! Plus get super-reliable, super-bright LED operation to boot. Utilizes chrome and stainless steel constructions from actual Ford tooling for the lens and bezel.

Mustang Project LEDs are 2 to 3 times brighter than standard bulbs. And they don’t just look better, they are SAFER!

Easy installation
No modifications required
Return to stock in minutes
Kit includes everything for both sides and the electronic sequential flasher module.

Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard edge out.

Fiberglass tail light panel sold seperately.

Order Part Number: MP-6008

Fiberglass Tail Light Panel for 1968 Shelby Mustang and California Special will fit on 1967 & 1968 Mustangs and is required for installation of our LED conversion kit.

This panel features the same fiberglass construction as original and installs over the existing steel tail panel. As with all fiberglass, preparation is needed to get a "show quality" look.

Please TEST FIT before any preparation or painting!

* Our Fiberglass panel is an exact reproduction of the original Shelby adapter panel for 1967. It will fit ’67 & ’68 Mustangs. It is therefore designed to work with the original trunk lids used on fastback Mustangs. The panel can be adapted for use on coupes and convertibles, however, some modification will be necessary to the fiberglass panel to fit it properly.

Order Part Number: FIB-0001
Our Unique “No Modification” Shelby Kit for ’67 & ’68 Mustangs - 1967 Shelby Style!

Mustang Project’s own patent pending exclusive 1967 Style Shelby Conversion Kit

Convert from original to 1967 Shelby Style with NO body work or car modifications!

Finally get that ’67 Shelby look with Mustang Project’s exclusive Shelby Conversion Kit. Convert your car’s tail lights in less than 1 hour. No body work or car modifications needed! A literal bolt-on panel that looks factory original! Plus get super-reliable, super-bright LED operation to boot. Utilizes chrome and stainless steel constructions from actual Ford tooling for the lens and bezel.

**Kit Includes**
- Fiberglass Tail Light Panel
- Tail Light Bezels
- Tail Light Lenses
- Tail Light Buckets
- LED Bulbs
- All Necessary Wiring
- Complete Instructions

**Mustang Project LEDs** are 5 times brighter than standard bulbs. And they don’t just look better, they are SAFER!

**Easy installation**
- No modifications required
- Return to stock in minutes

Kit includes everything for both sides and the electronic sequential flasher module.

Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard edge out.

Fiberglass tail light panel sold separately.

Order Part Number: MP-6002

**Fiberglass Tail Light Panel** for 1967 Shelby Mustang will fit on 1967 & 1968 Mustangs and is required for installation of our LED conversion kit.

This panel features the same fiberglass construction as original and installs over the existing steel tail panel. As with all fiberglass, preparation is needed to get a “show quality” look.

Please TEST FIT before any preparation or painting!

* Our Fiberglass panel is an exact reproduction of the original Shelby adapter panel for 1968. It will fit ’67 & ’68 Mustangs. It is therefore designed to work with the original trunk lids used on fastback Mustangs. The panel can be adapted for use on coupes and convertibles, however, some modification will be necessary to the fiberglass panel to fit it properly.

Order Part Number: FIB-0002
Our Unique no modification Shelby Kit for ’69 Mustangs: **1969** Shelby Style!

Mustang Project’s own patent pending exclusive **1969** Style Shelby Conversion Kit

Convert from original to 1969 Shelby Style with NO body work or car modifications!

Finally get that ’69 Shelby look with Mustang Project’s exclusive Shelby Conversion Kit. Convert your car’s tail lights in less than 1 hour. No body work or car modifications needed! A literal bolt-on panel that looks factory original! Plus get super-reliable, super-bright LED operation to boot. Utilizes chrome and stainless steel constructions from actual Ford tooling for the lens and bezel.

**Kit Includes**
- Fiberglass Tail Light Panel
- Tail Light Bezels
- Tail Light Lenses
- Tail Light Buckets
- LED Bulbs
- All Necessary Wiring
- Complete Instructions

**Mustang Project LEDs**
- are 2 to 3 times brighter than standard bulbs. And they don’t just look better, they’re **SAFER**!

**Easy installation**
- **No modifications required**
- **Return to stock in minutes**

Kit includes everything for both sides and the electronic sequential flasher module.

Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard edge out.

Fiberglass tail light panel included with MP-6014A kit for the 69-70 cars.

**Fiberglass Tail Light Panel** for 1969 Shelby Mustang will fit on 1969 & 1970 Mustangs and is **required** for installation of our LED conversion kit.

This panel features the same fiberglass construction as original and installs over the existing steel tail panel. As with all fiberglass, preparation is needed to get a “show quality” look.

Please **TEST FIT** before any preparation or painting!

Order Part Number: **FIB-0004**

Order Part Number: **MP-6014A**
LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1965 - 1966

LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in about 10 minutes. Includes everything for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: MP-0005

LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1967 - 1968 Mustang

LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in about 10 minutes. Includes everything for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: MP-6004

LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1969 Mustang

LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in about 10 minutes. Includes circuit board & LED bulbs for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: MP-6003-UB

Combo LED Tail Light and LED Front Turn Lamp Kit for 1964.5 - 66 Mustangs

Our LED kit combined with our LED front turn signal lamps and clean front turn lenses. Front turn LED lamps glow amber when on. EASY install, return to stock in minutes. Includes circuit board & led bulbs for both sides, front LED lamps, and clean front lenses. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: MP-COMBO-65
Exclusive bat-wing design and reflective board produce more light!

**LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1970 Mustang**
LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in about 10 minutes. Includes everything for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: **MP-6010-UB**

**LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1971-1973 Mustangs!**
LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in minutes. Includes circuit board & led bulbs for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inside to out.

Order P/N: **MP-6009**

**LED Back Up Light (MP-1142) for 1964-1970**
Perfect for use with our LED sequential tail light kits. LEDs glow white when illuminated. Fit in standard 1142 lamp sockets. These work with all Mustang backup lamps 1964.5-1970. Whiter and brighter than standard 1142 lamps. Easy to install just twist in and go!

Order P/N: **MP-1142**

**LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1964-1970**
LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in about 10 minutes. Includes everything for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: **MP-6012**

**Extra Sequential Tail Light Flasher Module**
Get an extra flasher module to flash 4-way flashers sequentially! If you convert both front and rear signals to LED you will need an electronic flasher for proper operation of 4-way (emergency) flashers. 4-way flashers flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: **MP-SEQ-FLA**

**LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1964-1970**
LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in about 10 minutes. Includes everything for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: **MP-1142**

**LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for 1964-1970**
LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and do not just look better, they are SAFER! NO modifications are required. EASY install, return to stock in about 10 minutes. Includes everything for both sides. Looks stock until activated. Turn signals flash sequentially from inboard to out.

Order P/N: **MP-6012**

**4-,*IKS=X4QOP**

Order P/N: **MP-1142**

**Perfect for use with our LED sequential tail light kits. LEDs glow white when illuminated. Fit in standard 1142 lamp sockets. These work with all Mustang backup lamps 1964.5-1970. Whiter and brighter than standard 1142 lamps. Easy to install just twist in and go!**

Order P/N: **MP-1142**

**Order P/N:** MP-6012
Exclusive bat-wing design and reflective board produce more light!

Front LED turn lamp Kit for 1964.5–1973 Mustangs

Front turn LED lamps glow amber when on. Looks stock until activated.

When installing for Falcon type gauge cluster, purchase special turn signal indicator MP-IND-FL.

If you have 4-way flashers you will also need MP-SEQ-FLA.

Order # MP-1157-RFB sold each!

MP-UNI-6 Universal LED Sequential Taillight Kit
(6 Lamp LED Conversion Kit)

Virtually any classic car with a removable lens and multiple brake/turn lights (using 1157 lamp bases) can have sequential taillights!

Brighter and bolder plus the cool retro look of sequential taillights! 4 Year warranty on materials and workmanship. Great for customs and hot rods! LED modules replace existing 1157 incandescent lamps. Each module can be adjusted for vertical for horizontal mounting to fit many applications!

Six 1157 lamps flasher module included.

Order # MP-UNI-6

Front Parking Clear Lens Kit for 1964.5–1966 Mustangs

Perfect for use with our front LED turn/parking lamps.

Our LED lamps look clear until energized and then glow amber. Clear lenses transmit more light too!

Sold each. You will need two per car.

Order # C5ZZ-13208-WT

Universal 1157 LED Sequential Tail Light Kit for Classic Cars

LEDs are 2-3X brighter than bulbs and don’t just look better, they’re SAFER!

NO modifications are required. EASY installation, return to stock in minutes. Includes circuit board & LED bulbs for both sides. Looks stock until activated.

Order # MP-1157-RED-KIT

MP-UNI-4 Universal LED Sequential Tail Light Kit
(4 Lamp LED Conversion Kit)

Virtually any classic car with a removable lens and multiple brake/turn lights (using 1157 lamp bases) can have sequential tailights!

Brighter and bolder plus the cool retro look of sequential taillights! 4 Year warranty on materials and workmanship. Great for customs and hot rods! LED modules replace existing 1157 incandescent lamps. Each module can be adjusted for vertical for horizontal mounting to fit many applications!

Four 1157 lamps flasher module included.

Order # MP-UNI-4
Mustang LED Sequential Tail Lights
for
1996 - 2009 Mustangs

Featuring Mustang Project’s exclusive lifetime ultra-bright LED technology with full sequential operation!
The only LED sequential tail light kit on the market today for late model mustangs.
Kits sold complete with instructions and all connectors.
Nothing else to buy!

MP-1999-LED-QK (1999 Mustang Cobra -- sequential)
Order chase effect by adding the -CHASE suffix.

New from Mustang Project! LED Sequential tail light kits for 1996-2004 Mustangs!
No permanent car modifications easy to install plus NO wire cutting or routing. Featuring Mustang Project’s patent pending Brake Guard TM that prevents unwanted sequencing during braking. The only LED sequential taillight kit on the market today for late model mustangs. Kits sold complete with instructions and all connectors. Nothing else to buy!

Order Part Number: MP-2004-LED-QK
Exclusive bat-wing design and reflective board produce more light!

**All LED Back Up Lamp Kit**

**EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT ONLY FROM MUSTANG PROJECT**

LED Backup Lamp Conversions for 1964.5 through 1970 Mustangs. Incredible brightness and reliability.

Far brighter than ordinary 1142 incandescent lamps, these LED modules have been specifically designed to provide maximum light output from inside original (or reproduction) back-up lamp housings. Lower current than standard incandescent high output lamps with much more light output.

LEDs enjoy a life of well over 100,000 hours. That combined with the ultra-brightness of these lamps make them the clear choice for those who want the best and brightest for their classic cars.

Kit includes two lenses, two back up lamp modules and all gaskets and mounting hardware. A unique product and a great seller!

Order Part Number: **MP-1142-RFB**
Smart LED Dome Light and Housing for Classic Mustangs

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT ONLY FROM MUSTANG PROJECT

Order Part Number: MP-DOME-LED-WHITE

5x brighter the stock and now smart, too! Add a dome light to any hardtop or upgrade your existing one. Automatically dims to save your battery.

All parts included - even a new housing! For all 1964.5 - 1970 Mustangs.

Available in classic White.

All components are provided in the kit: dome light housing, installation hardware, smart LED module, and complete instructions.

1964.5–1966 Mustangs did not originally receive dome lights from the factory, but the mounting bracket is in the roof (hidden by the headliner). The installation instructions spell everything out clearly.

First Class interior lighting that lasts forever!

The “smart-signal” technology not only results in 5X brighter lighting, but also automatically dims the light to 1/2 brightness after 10 mins, and fully off after 15 mins. Never drain your battery or melt your lens again by leaving the door open!
Mustang Project LED Dash Gauge Kits
Finally See Your Gauges at Night!

Exclusive Product Only From Mustang Project

What problem has plagued vintage Mustang drivers for decades? Dim, hard-to-read guages at night. Seems like a simple fix, but no one has come up with an affordable, easy-to-install solution... Until now!

Mustang Project has engineered a simple solution. No expensive new gauges to buy. No special instrument bezels. No tricky re-wiring. Just replace your bulbs! Finally see your vintage gauges at night with cool running LEDs! 5 to 6x brighter than the old incandescent lamps and designed to last a lifetime!

Mustang Projects UB LED lamps are 5 to 6 times brighter than any you will find at a retail store. These are specifically designed for the classic Mustang.

You will be amazed at how much brighter the gauges are. Each kit is warranted for the life of your car! Each kit includes enough gauge lamps to replace all of the gauge lighting and the high/low bead indicator lamps. Kit uses existing gauges you just replace the bulbs. Most pressure and temp lamps are not replaced with this kit.

Please refer to the chart for Part Numbers:

1964.5-1965 (Falcon-style)
MP-6456-LED-GA-[color]
Dash Gauge LED Lamp Kit.
Substitute color in [color] to order GREEN, BLUE, RED, YELLOW

1965-1966
MP-66-LED-GA-[color]
Dash Gauge LED Lamp Kit.
Substitute color in [color] to order GREEN, BLUE, RED, YELLOW

1967-1968
MP-6768-LED-GA-[color]
Dash Gauge LED Lamp Kit.
Substitute color in [color] to order GREEN, BLUE, RED, YELLOW

1969-1970
MP-6970-LED-GA-[color]
Dash Gauge LED Lamp Kit.
Substitute color in [color] to order GREEN, BLUE, RED, YELLOW

1971-1973
MP-7173-LED-GA-[color]
Dash Gauge LED Lamp Kit.
Substitute color in [color] to order GREEN, BLUE, RED, YELLOW
Sequential LED Hood Turn Signal Indicators for 1967 - 1970 Mustangs

**EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT ONLY FROM MUSTANG PROJECT**

The latest sequential light kit from Mustang Project. Exclusively designed for the turn signals in the hood. Fits 1967, 68, 69 and 70 Mustangs! Uses existing wiring and housings. 4 sections of 8 ultra-bright amber led lamps produce highly visible light - *even in daylight*.

Kit includes two LED modules (RIGHT and LEFT). Same kit fits 1967-1970 cars. Features “plug in and go” simplicity. Works with or without our sequential tail lamp kit. No extra control boxes or complicated wiring like other kits on the market. Just use your old housings and connect to existing wiring. That’s it!

A great seller and much easier to install than any other kit. Excellent profits with this product. Stock only one mode for all cars.

Order Part Number: MP-HT-LED

Deluxe Clicking Electronic Sequential Flasher

**EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT ONLY FROM MUSTANG PROJECT**

Another Mustang Project first! Electronic LED lighting systems don’t have a flasher that “clicks.” That is the familiar click-click sound of a turn signal in progress is missing from modern silent electronics.

Not an extra part but rather an upgrade to any 1964.5-1973 LED sequential lighting kit we sell! This upgrade automatically gets you the new Deluxe Clicking Electronic Sequential Flasher. Ever leave your turn signals on while driving? This nice clicking sound will help prevent that and give you the old time feeling of driving a classic car and the luxury of LED lighting.

Complete clicking flashers (MP-FLA-CLICK) are sold separately if you already have an LED tail light kit installed or just want a better more reliable flasher that clicks!

Add the -CLICK suffix to most all of our LED sequential kit and get the CLICK.

Order Part Number: MP-FLA-CLICK

WWW.MUSTANGPROJECT.COM
Combination Back Up/Turn Signal Kit for Aussie and UK 1965-1970 Mustangs

EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT ONLY FROM MUSTANG PROJECT

LED taillight kit for cars which must have amber turn signals in the rear.

This kit serves the Australian, UK, French and other overseas markets. Taillights are ultra-bright red LEDs which provide driving and brake lighting far superior to original weak incandescent lamps. Combo Back-Up/Turn LED module fits in standard back-up lamp housing and provides amber light during turn signal and white during back-up!

Get a totally original look and still have amber turn signals to be street legal overseas. A great seller and much easier to install than any other kit. No bulky control boxes or complicated wiring.

Order Part Number:

MP-AUS-001 67-68
MP-AUS-003 64-66
MP-AUS-004 69
MP-AUS-005 70
LED Sequential Taillights for 1971 - 1973 Mustangs

Complete kit! Everything you need included. Nothing else to buy!

Use your existing taillight housings, lens, and all components! Cool running LEDs won’t melt your lenses like incandescent kits! Complete installation instructions included! Lowest cost on the market today! Convert back to standard bulbs in minutes.

Simple & Fast Installation!

Undetectable invisible installation. Your car will look concours correct!

Complete kit! Everything you need included. Nothing else to buy!

Use your existing taillight housings, lens, and all components! Cool running LEDs won’t melt your lenses like incandescent kits! Complete installation instructions included! Lowest cost on the market today! Convert back to standard bulbs in minutes.

Undetectable invisible installation. Your car will look concours correct!

Complete kit! Everything you need included. Nothing else to buy!

Use your existing taillight housings, lens, and all components! Cool running LEDs won’t melt your lenses like incandescent kits! Complete installation instructions included! Lowest cost on the market today! Convert back to standard bulbs in minutes.

Undetectable invisible installation. Your car will look concours correct!

Complete kit! Everything you need included. Nothing else to buy!

Use your existing taillight housings, lens, and all components! Cool running LEDs won’t melt your lenses like incandescent kits! Complete installation instructions included! Lowest cost on the market today! Convert back to standard bulbs in minutes.

Undetectable invisible installation. Your car will look concours correct!

Order Part Number: **MP-6012**

For 1971-73 Mustangs, a one-piece LED board featuring three red LED sections and white LED back up light built in! It’s never been easier!

Order Part Number: **MP-6012-DLX**

Order Part Number: **MP-6012**
Shelby / Cougar / California Special LED Sequential Tail Lights

Replace that clunky old mechanical system with brighter, redder, LED tail lights that blink sequentially just like the originals! Mustang Project LED kits will fit 67-69 Shelby’s, Cougars, Thunderbirds, and will make the California Special tail lights sequential with no car modifications. Installs easily!

Order Part Number: MP-6009

Also works for 64/65 T-Birds with three sockets per side!

The LED modules simply replace your old incandescent bulbs!

Lifetime Mustang Project Warranty

www.mustangproject.com
Replace that clunky old mechanical system with brighter redder LED tail lights that blink sequentially just like the originals! “New exclusively from Mustang Project.

LED Sequential Tail Lights for the 67 Cougar – featuring the patented “SmartSignal” feature exclusively from Mustang Project. Only Mustang Project LED sequential tail lights prevent unwanted sequencing during braking. Don’t confuse drivers behind you -- get “SmartSignal”! The included LED modules simply replace your old incandescent lights to provide 100% reliable sequencing when the turn signal is activated just like the original Cougar only far brighter and redder with the proven reliability of LEDs. Installs easily and it warranted for as long as you own your car!

Order Part Number: MP-7001
European and Australian style turn signals for your classic Mustang. All LED super bright technology. We have applied our unique patent pending technology to create an amber turn signal section for your classic Mustang with no car modifications! That’s right you don’t have to cut holes or add extra light fixtures to get street legal in many European countries and in Australia.

Each kit comes complete with two LED modules (one for each side), special lenses with amber section and electronic flasher module. Get brighter safer lighting. Mere minutes to install. Only Mustang Project produces this unique product. We ship worldwide via. USPS. Lenses and modules are included for BOTH sides. This kit features our new UB technology for maximum brightness with more LEDs than any kit on the market!

**1964.5 - 1969 European/Australian Style Kits!**

**EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT ONLY FROM MUSTANG PROJECT**

**With Brake Applied and No Turn Signal Active**
Two inner sections light full bright red.

**With Driving Lights On and No Turn Signal Active**
Two inner sections light to half bright red.

**With Driving Lights Off and Turn Signal On**
Two inner sections stay off and outer amber section blinks.

**With Driving Lights On and Turn Signal On**
Two inner sections light to half bright red. Outer amber section blinks on/off.

**With Brake Applied and Turn Signal On**
Two inner sections go to full bright to indicate braking. Outer amber section blinks on/off.

Exclusive bat-wing design and reflective board produce more light! New dual processor. Flicker-free design!
1967, ’68 & ’69 Camaro LED Sequential Tail Light Kits!

Though not originally offered on first generation Camaros, sequential turn signals are recognized as the ultimate cool across all breeds of vintage American iron!

Featuring the exclusive Mustang Project “SMART-SIGNAL” technology these kits are the ONLY kits on the market today which prevent sequencing during braking (which is illegal in some areas). Simply stated, when the turn signals are on, the tail lights sequence. Otherwise, they don’t! All lights come on full bright during braking.

Complete kit! Everything you need included nothing else to buy! Use your existing taillight housings, lens, and all components! Simple install! Complete installation instructions included! LED light sources last virtually forever! Appears 2-3X brighter than standard bulbs! Undetectable invisible installation.

Included in your kit are four Taillight Modules (2 right and 2 left), one Flasher Module and complete illustrated instructions.

Reuse your existing lenses since these taillights run so much cooler than the standard incandescent bulb! Installation is a snap. There is no need to add additional wires or drill and modify the lamp housing. LEDs use less current than the standard incandescent bulbs relieving stress from your alternator. LEDs last longer and look brighter and redder!

Order Part Number: MP-50001
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1959 Cadillac
LED Sequential Taillight Kit!

Brand new. LED sequential tailights for ‘59 Cadillac Bullet lamps. Use these on your hot rod or Cadillac to get cool sequential operation. LEDs are far brighter than ordinary 1157 incandescent lamps too. Redder too!

Just twist in to replace your old bulbs! Featuring the patented “SmartSignal” feature exclusively from Mustang Project. Only Mustang Project LED sequential tail lights prevent unwanted sequencing during braking. Don’t confuse drivers behind you -- get “Smart-Signal”! The included LED modules simply replace your old incandescent lights to provide 100% reliable sequencing when the turn signal is activated. Installs easily and it warranted for as long as you own your car!

Reuse your housing and lens. Kit is complete with four LED Modules, a Electronic Flasher Module and instructions. Use for cars with two lamps per side. See model MP-0002-CAD for cars with three lamps per side, or model MP-0003-CAD with one lamp per side.

Order Part Number: MP-0003-CAD
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Fiberglass Panels for LED Conversion Kits

1965 / 66 Tail Light panel for a Shelby Look FIB-0004
Fiberglass Tail Light Panel for adding a one-of-a-kind Shelby Mustang look to your 1964.5-66. Will fit all 64.5-66 Mustangs and is optional for installation of our LED Shelby conversion kit MP-6007 (sold separately). No body modifications needed!

1967 Shelby Fiberglass Tail Light panel FIB-0002
Fiberglass Tail Light Panel for 1967 Shelby Mustang. Will fit on 1967 or ‘68 Mustangs, and is required for installation of our LED Shelby Tail Light Conversion Kit. This panel features the same fiberglass construction as the original Ford pieces. Installs over the existing tail panel with no body modifications! Required for installation of MP-6002 LED Kit.

1968 Shelby Fiberglass Tail Light Panel FIB-0001
Fiberglass Tail Light Panel for 1968 Shelby Mustang and California Special. Will fit on 1967 or ‘68 Mustangs, and is required for installation of our LED Shelby Tail Light Conversion Kit. This panel features the same fiberglass construction as the original Ford Piece. No body modifications needed! Required for installation of MP-6008 LED Kit.

1969 Shelby Fiberglass Tail Light Panel FIB-0003
Fiberglass Tail Light Panel for 1969 Shelby Mustang look. Will fit all 1969 Mustangs and is required for installation of our LED Shelby Tail Light Conversion Kit. This panel features the same fiberglass construction as the original Fprd Piece. No body modifications needed! Required for installation of MP-60014A LED Kit (which is included with this kit but also sold separately).
Deluxe LED Tail Light Conversion Kit for 1957 Thunderbirds. **WITHOUT** back up lamps.

Only from Mustang Project. MPT13450-N/S-57 LEDs light in a solid pattern for ultra-bright brake lights. Glows in a solid pattern and dimmer for driving lights. The stock '57 tail lamps were dim and hard to see – even at night. Make your 'Bird safer with our tail light kit. Ultra bright LEDs are much much brighter. Our kit uses a pigtail that plugs into the original bulb socket. Other than the increased brightness, no one will know that you're packing cutting edge tail light technology! The 6 volt comes as a set which includes the LED rear lamps bundled with an electronic Flasher. Kit includes two LED modules, one Flasher Module, instructions and any needed hardware! For 12V Negative Ground systems.

Order Part Number:
MPT13450-N-57 (Standard on/off)
MPT13450-S-57 (Sunburst effect)

Deluxe LED Tail Light Conversion Kit for 1956 Thunderbirds **WITHOUT** back up lamps.

Only from Mustang Project. MPT13450-N/S-56 LEDs light in a solid pattern for ultra-bright brake lights. Glows in a solid pattern and dimmer for driving lights. The stock '56 tail lamps were dim and hard to see – even at night. Make your 'Bird safer with our tail light kit. Ultra bright LEDs are much much brighter. Our kit uses a pigtail that plugs into the original bulb socket. Other than the increased brightness, no one will know that you're packing cutting edge tail light technology! The 6 volt comes as a set which includes the LED rear lamps bundled with an Electronic Flasher. Kit includes two LED Modules, one Flasher Module, instructions and any needed hardware! For 12V Negative Ground systems.

Order Part Number:
MPT13450-N-56 (Standard on/off)

Deluxe LED Tail Light Conversion Kit for 64/65/66/67 Falcon **WITHOUT** backup lamps.

Brand new from Mustang Project! MP-5001-SUNB Falcon Sunburst. Ultra bright LED taillights for the Falcon with sunburst turn signal effect! LED modules replace your existing incandescent lamps for far brighter and redder taillights. New LED modules are at least 5 times brighter than regular incandescent lamps. The LED modules are especially designed by Mustang Project to provide bright, even illumination, and to effectively utilize the existing Falcon reflector and lens. Works on Falcon tail lamps with or without back up lamps! Unique sunburst lighting effect functions only during turn signaling. Lights lamp full bright during braking and “sunburst” during turn signal activation. Lights run dim when driving lights are on and go to full bright when brake is applied. No false turn signaling during braking like other kits! Included in each kit are two LED modules and one electronic Module.

Order Part Numbers:
MP-5001-SUNB (Sunburst effect)
MP-5001 (Standard on/off)

Deluxe LED Tail Light Conversion Kit for 64/65/66/67 Falcon **WITH** backup lamps

Brand new from Mustang Project! MP-5001-SUNB Falcon Sunburst. Ultra bright LED taillights for the Falcon with sunburst turn signal effect! LED modules replace your existing incandescent lamps for far brighter and redder taillights. New LED modules are at least 5 times brighter than regular incandescent lamps. The LED modules are especially designed by Mustang Project to provide bright, even illumination, and to effectively utilize the existing Falcon reflector and lens. Works on Falcon tail lamps with or without back up lamps! Unique sunburst lighting effect functions only during turn signaling. Lights lamp full bright during braking and “sunburst” during turn signal activation. Lights run dim when driving lights are on and go to full bright when brake is applied. No false turn signaling during braking like other kits! Included in each kit are two LED modules and one electronic Module.

Order Part Numbers:
MP-5001-SUNB-BK (Sunburst effect)
MP-5001-BK (Standard on/off)
Brand-Spankin’ NEW!

Sideview mirrors with built-in LED turn signal indicators!

The mirrors look like stock deluxe mirrors until the turn signal is activated. The LEDs are ultra-bright and can be easily seen - even in bright daylight - though completely hidden when no turn signals are in use.

Available for 1964.5-1968 Mustangs.

Lifetime warranty.

Kit includes two mirrors, all mounting hardware and instructions.

Only 1 wire connection is needed for each mirror.

No complicated control boxes or harnesses.

All electronics are contained in the mirror itself.

Order Part Number:
MP-8001 for 1964.5/65/66
MP-8002 for 1967/68
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**Brand New Kits!**
All use the new modular LED design.

**EXCLUSIVE PRODUCTS ONLY FROM MUSTANG PROJECT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MP-1157-UB</td>
<td>Single 1157 universal lamp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-UNI-6</td>
<td>Universal 6 module kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-UNI-8</td>
<td>Universal 8 module kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-UNI-4</td>
<td>Universal 4 module kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-50002</td>
<td>1967-1968 Camaro Sequential Kit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-27-CHARGR-LED</td>
<td>2005-2010 Dodge Charger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-50003</td>
<td>1967-1968 RS Camaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-50001</td>
<td>1969 Camaro SS and RS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP-27-TBIRD645-LED</td>
<td>1964-1965 Thunderbird</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Articulate Automotive Art
by Danny Johnson

Humorous, true to life and uniquely Americana.
Digitally produced paintings of scenarios familiar to every automotive enthusiast.

All prints measure 20” x 16” and are on acid-free paper suitable for framing.
All prints are hand signed by the artist.
Great décor for the office, garage or man cave. Makes the perfect gift!

These and many more compositions are available on our website. Order yours today!